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The knowledge of one or more foreign languages is essential for effective intercul-
tural communication in today's super-diverse world [10]. The foreign (second) language 
acquisition is an important factor of the intercultural adaptation in the new socio-cultural 
environment [1; 9]. Most international students name poor language skills among the 
main problems of their adaptation in a foreign country, as well as one of the difficulties 
of training at the university [8]. 

Russian universities have a lot of experience in teaching international students 
from different regions of the world. Most international students, who come to study 
in Russia, do not know the Russian language at all. Therefore, in the Russian universities, 
where international students study, there are special preparatory departments. Interna-
tional students learn the Russian language and the basics of their future major subject 
at preparatory departments for a year. 

The Russian language curriculum for the international students includes the pho-
netic, grammatical and lexical aspects of language learning. The aim of this curriculum 
is the development of basic skills of speech activity, which are speaking, listening, read-
ing and writing. An important part of this curriculum is to study not only the scientific 
style of speech (i.e. the terminology and concepts of professional language learning), but 
the rules of communicative behavior are based on linguistic and cultural standards [2; 6]. 

The Russian language is a language difficult enough to learn. The Russian language 
has been classified as the third difficulty level of the four levels according to the study 
of The Defense Language Institute (DLI), Monterey, CA. 
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It is evident that one of the difficulties for the beginners who learn the Russian lan-
guage is related to the Russian alphabet. The Russian alphabet is derived from the Cy-
rillic alphabet and Russian cursive is also different from the Latin alphabet. In this 
connection at the beginning of the study the international students may have difficulties 
in reading and writing in Russian. 

There are more serious problems in the Russian language study, for example: 
— Russian phonetics has many complex sounds (sibilant sounds); 
— Russian grammar has many cases, declensions, conjugations etc.; 
— there are no strict rules for word order in Russian; 
— there are too many exceptions to the rules in the Russian language, which is 

difficult even for native speakers [5]. 
It is known that the complexity of learning a foreign language is connected with 

the features of the native language, so students from different countries and regions 
may have different problems. In accordance with this fact, the aim of our study was to 
determine the basic linguistic and psychological difficulties in the Russian language ac-
quisition, which are most typical for students from different regions of the world. 

We used a full-scale questionnaire to interview the Russian language teachers who 
train international students at the preparatory departments of the multinational universities 
(Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia and Moscow State Automobile and Road 
Technical University). 10 Russian language teachers (their work experience ranging 
from 25 to 50 years) took part in the interview. Each of them has had work experience 
with students from different regions of the world: African countries (Central, Eastern 
and Western Africa), Latin American countries (South America), the countries of South-
east Asia (China, Vietnam) and Arab countries (North Africa, the Near and Middle East). 

We asked the experts to assess how easily and successfully the students from 
these regions learn the basic aspects of the Russian language and speech: 

1) speaking (pronunciation (phonetics) and phrasing); 
2) listening (listening and speech comprehension); 
3) writing (cursive (graphic aspect) and the expression of thoughts); 
4) reading (aloud and to themselves). 
We asked how actively and fluently the students use the Russian language in com-

munication in the classroom and outside the classroom. We also asked what are the 
typical psychological and educational features of the international students that help or 
hinder them in their language acquisition. 

All of the experts point out that there is a wide variation in the ability to study 
the Russian language within each group of students from different regions. In recent 
years this variation has increased because more and more students lack motivation and 
diligence in their studies. 

However, experts have concurrently named the linguistic features of the Russian 
language study, which are the most typical for each group of the international students 
(see table). 
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Table 

Typical linguistic features of the Russian language study 
for different groups of the international students 

Group of student Speaking  Listening  Writing  Reading  

Arab students Good pronunciation; 
quickly learn the 
vocabulary; 
are not afraid of 
grammar mistakes; 
do not try to correct 
errors, but it does 
not stop them from 
communication 

Good listening 
comprehension 
skills; have a good 
linguistic intuition 

Bad cursive; 
do not like to ex�
press their 
thoughts in the 
written form 

Have good reading 
and comprehen�
sion skills 

African students Good pronunciation, 
learn the vocabulary 
slowly and in a stable 
way; learn the gram�
mar with some diffi�
culty, but try and 
repeat 

Good listening 
comprehension 

Writing is slow and 
careful 

Reading is slow 
and careful 

Latin American 
students 

Problems in the pro�
nunciation of some 
sounds; 
quickly grasp the 
grammar and voca�
bulary, but can for�
get without repeti�
tion 

Understanding of 
the meaning of the 
speech is quite 
good 

Some difficulties 
with writing letters, 
which are different 
in Russian and 
Latin alphabets; 
cursive is good; 
trying to express 
their thoughts in 
written form 

Read aloud well 
(with minor phonet�
ic problems); 
good reading com�
prehension 

Southeast Asia 
students 

Big problems in pro�
nunciation (a differ�
ent phonetic basis); 
difficulties in learn�
ing vocabulary and 
grammar; 
speaking with diffi�
culties and with 
mistakes 

In the early stages 
do not comprehend 
speech by ear; 
repetition and writ�
ing on the black�
board is necessary 
for understanding 

Beautiful cursive; 
they can rewrite 
large pieces of 
text without un�
derstanding 

They can read me�
chanically, with 
phonetic errors, 
without under�
standing, reading 
is much easier for 
them than talking 

 
Arab students learn spoken Russian quickly and well. They have a good pronun-

ciation and vocabulary. They do not try to correct grammar mistakes, so these errors 
may remain for a long time. Arab students use the Russian language in the classroom 
and outside the classroom actively, they usually have a lot of friends among the Rus-
sians. The teachers generally classify them as very capable of the Russian language 
learning. But these students may have the difficulties in communication with the teacher 
and other students because of psychological reasons. Their communication problems 
are related to their hot temper, impatience, pride, a very high self-esteem. At home they 
were accustomed to an authoritarian style of teaching. So, Russian teachers should be 
friendly to them but also strict, respectful, competent. 

African students do not master the Russian language very fast, but they can over-
come the difficulties with the help of diligence and repetition. African students, as a rule, 
besides their native language know the basics of a foreign language (English, French, 
Portuguese), and this fact helps them to learn the Russian language. They have the stable 
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results in language learning, they usually show progress in the Russian language ac-
quisition. They tend to communicate in Russian in the classroom and outside the 
classroom. The teachers describe them as friendly and smiling in communication, di-
ligent in learning. Having a good understanding with the teacher can contribute to the 
success of their training. 

Latin American students tend to have good abilities to learn the language, but 
they can be lazy, skip classes, they can show the lack of diligence. In the classroom, 
they grasp the material quickly, but superficially. A good educational background 
helps them to learn. They often use literature in their own language for a better under-
standing of the material in the profession. Later they usually accumulate the profes-
sional knowledge well. Sociability, activity, lack of barriers in communication with 
classmates and teachers help them to learn the Russian language. They like to take 
part in concerts and love singing both in their native language and in Russian. But our 
experts note that in recent years there have been frequently observed “atypical” Latin 
American students who are more anxious, withdrawn, diffident. 

The Southeast Asia languages (Chinese, Vietnamese) are very different from Rus-
sian, so the Chinese and Vietnamese students have many problems with phonetics, 
grammar, vocabulary. It is much easier for them to master the Russian cursive. Chinese 
students tend to prefer to communicate with their compatriots in their own language, 
and it makes it difficult for them to learn the Russian language. They are not accus-
tomed to take the initiative in learning, they are waiting for questions and directions 
from the teacher. If Chinese students are motivated to study in Russia, they compen-
sate all the difficulties by diligence and hard work. 

The experts point out that the Russian system of education has accumulated a lot 
of experience of working with foreign students and teaching them the Russian language: 

— there are various books and manuals, which are aimed at students from different 
regions (based on their native language or mediator language) [for example: 3; 7 etc.]; 

— there are specially formed international groups at the preparatory faculty, so 
students can communicate with each other in Russian; 

— a lot of attention is paid to the intercultural competence of students, so they 
learn not only the Russian language but Russian culture, history, customs etc. [1; 2; 6]. 

Extracurricular work with international students also helps them to learn the Russian 
language: 1) excursions around Moscow and other cities; 2) music clubs and concerts 
(singing helps to master phonetics); 3) Olympiads and Competitions in the Russian lan-
guage, etc. [4]. 

In such a way after 10—12 months from their arrival in Russia, most foreign 
students are ready to study all the subjects in Russian at the main faculties. They can 
listen to lectures, read textbooks independently to prepare for seminars. However, the 
lessons of the Russian language will continue until their graduation (about 4—6 hours 
per week). 

We think that the revealed features of the Russian language acquisition should be 
considered in the development of special cross-cultural training programs aimed at both 
students and teachers of the multinational universities. 
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